LUST FOR LIFE

Virtual, Female-Created Cabaret and Strip Shows Heat up in Pandemic Times

BY LINA LECARO
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Due to club and bar closures and restrictions throughout L.A., livelihoods dependent on getting people to “go out” have been struggling to survive (and yes, that also includes publications that cover these industries, like this one). Stage performers of all kinds are dealing with some of the biggest financial fallout, but there’s something else, too. Fears about what lies ahead not only for our own lives but for the world in general— not to mention stress over the upcoming election and current racial reckoning—make it hard to get turned on by anything these days—both in the figurative and literal sense—on both sides. Coronavirus is taking lives and livelihoods. Creativity has been curtailed, interactions have been cut off, and excitement has collectively dimmed, no doubt about it. And for those who love nightlife, the arts, entertainment and sensory/sensual revelry, there are additional layers of loss.

As entertainers seek to experiment with safer ways to do what they do, the internet has become a saving grace. And few artforms have adapted as well as burlesque, striptease and cabaret. Offering privacy for the viewer, safety for the performer and an open platform to showcase thematic presentations, dancers and strippers in L.A. have found lusty new life on the web that goes beyond social media and proves more interesting than the easy go-to of porn, piquing the imagination and incorporating a vaudevillian mix of music, costumes and human connection. Presenting provocative entertainment on their own terms, earning money for themselves and important causes that matter to them as well, these strong women are creating a sexy spectacle online that just might break you out of your corona funk. Here are the best of L.A.’s cybersex-powered burlesque shows, strip presentations and cabarets.

QUARANTINE CABARET/UNCEN$ORED

When shelter-in-place orders took effect, burlesque performer Michelle Lamour says she and her husband lost all of their production gigs “in a matter of minutes.” The idea for their online variety show, Quarantine Cabaret, was hatched on March 16th and they had 2 episodes out by March 20th. “Luckily, we had people who said yes to us and took a chance on this show, as there wasn’t already a precedent for online variety content,” says Lamour, who hosts from her living room, presenting three acts from all over the world with varying talents (burlesque, drag, magic, musicians), with the grande finale featuring one of her acclaimed acts. It’s free, with tipping encouraged and a portion raised going to charity as well.

Lamour also has a pay-to-watch project called Uncen$ored, which she describes as “beyond burlesque,” pushing the boundaries of nudity and art, and inspired by the censorship she’s encountered over the years. She was disabled and shadow banned on Instagram and banned from YouTube just before the coronavirus hit and was surprised and frustrated that her powerful and sex-positive output was silenced with no explanation. “I just thought if you put up a video that was deemed ‘inappropriate’ that they would just take it down, not take you out,” she says. “It is very frustrating to have a major platform for self promotion completely unavailable to me.”

Lamour is currently working on a one woman virtual show called Deadly, reimagining the Seven Deadly Sins, premiering in October. She seems happy working within the virtual world right now, too. “This has changed me at a core level,” she admits of the pandemic. “Live entertainment, adult or not, is such an important part of culture. You move to places like L.A. and NYC to be a part of the ‘scene.’ To feel the energy, to be inspired, and experience nightlife. But now, it doesn’t matter where you live as long as you have a computer and wifi.”

“I’m a digital girl,” she continues. “I’ve performed on stages all over the world and now I’m performing in the palm of your hand, or in your lap. It’s a new kind of lap dance.”

More info at https://michellelamour.com

DIRTY DAY SHIFT REVIVAL

Had coronavirus not spread, legendary Lola Bouée Presents

Darren Eskandari

Scarlett Kapella
Hollywood bikini bar Jumbo's Clown Room would have surely done something, well, jumbo-sized to celebrate its 50th birthday a few months ago. Instead, the infamous drinking hole remained shuttered due to Covid-19. By that time, there was at least a place for the bar's fans to celebrate - online. Started as a space for locked-out dancers and quarantined clientele largely consisting of regulars and friends, the weekly virtual stripclub known as the Dirty Day Shift Revival aims to capture the cheer and cheesecake of what were the bar's popular Sunday afternoon shifts. Each episode features a different theme and includes a series of stripper challenges that can include food, party games, and random household objects.

"This isn't a new thing and I don't see it going away," says show curator Scarlett Kapella about presenting Jumbo's virtually. "Sex workers have been using online platforms long before Covid-19. WebCam babes and OnlyFans performers should get all the respect in the world for how much work and energy goes into creating content and maintaining an online audience."

In some ways, dancers like Kapella seem newly inspired by adapting their shows to new platforms, seeing them as opportunities. She started the Shift "to showcase our talent and provide income while we each navigate the labyrinth of unreliable assistance programs available to furloughed workers," she explains. "After some initial trepidation, my performers and I have been enhancing our ability to fix audio/video problems, edit episodes, develop advertising and write segments to keep the show interesting and fun - all media skills we can carry forward and hopefully prosper from. My main goal right now is to provide a place that allows out of work dancers to perform."

Dirty Day Shift has thrived due in part to fans who moved out of L.A. and are reconnecting with the legendary venue and new fans discovering the girls there. "With people out of work and dealing with all sorts of shit fighting against an incredibly corrupt system, folks just need a place that allows them to relax and enjoy themselves for a couple hours," she adds. "My guests and I am happy to provide that, tips are always appreciated but not the main reason this show was created, and fundraising is largely discreet based on the choices of individual performers."

With no sign in sight for the Clown Room's re-opening, Dirty Day Shift Revival offers a showcase for the (s)punky gals this L.A. institution is known for. "The show has kept me sane, happy and connected with my best dancer friends and customers, near and far, and has given me a creative outlet during this otherwise depressing time," says longtime Jumbo's dancer Lola Pop. "Scarlett constantly inspires me with her humor, creativity, hotness and general bad-assery. I love seeing her vision come to life and contributing behind the scenes as well as taking it off in front of the camera."

DDSR ticket registration available on Eventbrite. More info on Instagram: @dirtydayshiftrevival

THE CYBER CLOWN GIRLS SHOW

Jumbo's sultry circus has led to more than one woman-created web experience. The Cyber Clown Girls Show also features dancers from the bar (and other clubs) who are struggling to make ends meet during the shutdown. "We make decisions as a team, we take turns curating and sharing responsibilities, and we basically function as a collective," shares dancer/performance artist/Clown Girl Coco Ono, who explains that tips and admission revenue are split equally between the dancers with a significant portion donated to charity. "We realized that we could make an impact on our community by using our new platform to spread awareness and raise money for organizations benefiting Black Lives Matter, as well as communities affected by the pandemic and organizations fighting for injustices."

"It has also empowered us in ways we never would have imagined. Before the shutdown, we were dancers and artists. Now, we are also producers, directors, managers, scenic designers, cinematographers, and so much more," Ono enthuses about the show which has been advertising via bus benches around town. "We have complete control over our performances, our creative ideas, our music choices, our attire, our money, our presentation, and our safety."

Ono wants to keep her show going no matter what happens with the pandemic as it has attracted a wider audience. "Also because it allows us to be creative and think outside the box with our acts in ways that we could never do on stage at a club 'in real life,'" she adds. "In the Cyber Clown Girl universe, we can get weird and integrate performance art with strip tease and really put our message out into the world. It's also safe. Online, we don't have to negotiate our proximity to customers who may be infected with Covid-19, we don't have to worry about unwanted groping or physical harassment, and we can kick out anyone who is being disrespectful without having to find a bouncer. This flexible staging shows that strippers are amazing, capable, compassionate, resourceful, badass human beings. We are proud of what we have accomplished and excited to keep evolving."

BABYLON CABARET

The popular variety show called Babylon Cabaret relies on live music, so when it was adapted to the web, its creators had to think outside the box. As they soon discovered, lag time from streaming platforms made it impossible to perform together online. They didn't want to lose the magic of multiple artists performing together creating live music and burlesque, so they created a hybrid in-person/online show.

"Working with El Cid we created a limited seating (only 10 tables each 7 feet apart) outdoor patio show that is also live streamed," explains Miss Spent Youth, Babylon Cab's visionary. "This helps out El Cid by bringing in patrons for dinner, because we want to make sure we have a venue to come back to after all this, while allowing our livestream viewers to get the full live music multi-performer experience from home."

She went from performing almost every week, with multiple residencies around Los Angeles to no shows for four months. She also teaches burlesque but had to stop all her classes, so two income streams disappeared overnight. She says her fans helped a lot, buying merch to help support her and the show, which led her to start an Only Fans page. "I've seen a lot of performers join Only Fans and it does help supplement the lost income but it's not quite as gratifying as performing in front of a live audience," she says. "I've also done some online burlesque classes for people who want to get their burlesque on at home."

Like other shows listed here, giving back via donations to causes is important and many guest dancers opt to donate all their tips. Tipping is done digitally through Venmo or Paypal, and for some shows they even get tips into the next day. "At first it seemed like online audiences weren't too hot on tipping but that has changed as everyone has gotten used to online shows," Youth shares. "It helps to have an active chat window going to keep people engaged."

"I don't think this will replace in-person shows permanently but I do think it's a whole new branch of Burlesque," Youth says of the current situation. "I can't wait to get back to the energy and immediacy of performing for a room packed with 100 people you can hear cheering and see their expressions of delight and surprise but for the moment this has become a creative outlet for us to express our sensuality and entertain our socially distanced audience."

More info at LosAngelesBurlesque.com

LOLA BOUTEE PRESENTS

TRIPTease Burlesque marked its 11-year anniversary at the Santa Monica bar TRiP recently, and then everything got shut down. "It was a very difficult time for everyone, so myself and my dear friend, Shira, also known as the Pinup bartender from TRiP, decided we wanted to keep spirits up," explains Lola Boutee, the group's leader. They launched Virtual TRiPTease, an informal weekly Wednesday virtual variety happy hour on Zoom featuring live music, comedy, burlesque and more on April 1st as a free event, and like the other shows here, asked for virtual tipping during the performances. Each week has a different audience theme and a different signature drink recipe, so viewers are encouraged to make it immersive, adding drink and dress up to the fun. There's also an interactive bi-weekly Sunday morning brunch series, called Lola's Brunch Battle with top burlesque soloists, boylesque all-stars, variety artists, and comedians. Two teams battle it out to be crowned Brunch Champion and the audience decides which team wins by sending in virtual tips live for their favorite team. Ten percent of proceeds are donated each show to the winning teams chosen non-profit organization.

"I had never considered a time where events wouldn't be happening [and] I had never been unemployed before," Boutee reveals. "I really wanted to continue to provide a space for performers to showcase their art and have a voice. Our online productions have been able to do that and through our patrons' generosity, help support our artists as well. All of our shows are pay-what-you-can."

Like other show producers here, Boutee thinks web-driven strip tease and burlesque is here to stay. "I feel like when events are allowed to resume, we'll be seeing a combination of live performance and streaming services," she says. "Online is definitely a new challenge though. What if your internet goes out, or people have a poor connection? If people have a hard time figuring out how to login, they might just give up and not come back. There's so much that goes on behind the scenes [with] all new media platforms, and creating new art specifically targeted to online performances. It's a lot of work, but at least we can continue to create art and share our passions virtually as long as amazing people continue to support."

Tickets and info at virualtriptease.eventbrite.com.
FALLEN MONUMENTS AT EPOCH

A VR Exhibition Space Offers Mediated Landscapes and Virtual Futures

BY APRIL BACA

The history of monuments throughout the western landscape has inarguably served to center and celebrate the colonial, patriarchal, and necro-capitalist legacies of violence that founded and continue to plague the United States. This normalization of oppression and exploitation has, of course, historically met collective resistance; the most recent efforts being consolidated by Black Lives Matter protests in the heightened wake of predatory policing and the carceral state.

With a slew of colonialist monuments being toppled, beheaded, and justly destroyed, the aesthetic regime of racism has prompted many to specifically reconsider the role of the museum – whose positionality amid COVID-19 had already been made tenuous. Calling into question the lineage of these practices within the contemporary art institution, the online exhibition Fallen Monuments begets a digital experience that reimagines collective memory, shared space, and the fragility of the museum.

Conceived and organized by the Los Angeles-based artist Peter Wu as part of his virtual experiment EPOCH, Fallen Monuments is an ambitious group exhibition whose conceptual foundation parallels Wu’s own meditations on the materialization of Otherness. Featuring works from Iván Argote, York Chang, Allana Clarke, Gala Porras-Kim, Ricardo Rivera, Marton Robinson, and Conrad Ruiz, the virtual exhibition is situated amidst the digital ruins of a VR-rendered architectural wasteland.

Expanding on the notion of the wasteland as a physically isolated area ravaged by culture, the viewer is immediately thrust into a ground-floor purview of the wreckage turned exhibition. Visitors are then provided with a variety of perspective points to choose from that have been scattered across both visible and inconspicuous locations. With Fallen Monuments’ explicit contestation of the monument (institutional and otherwise), the exhibition encourages us to reconsider the supposed neutrality of the museum, institutional violence, and its contents therein.

The role of spectatorship within the exhibition likewise situates the complexity of autonomy in the confines of the institution and its multi-stable relationship with forming meaning. This sentiment is perhaps best personified by York Chang’s I Am Sitting in a Feedback Loop, 2019 which recites a looping text that explores our relationship to, and anticipation of, collective propaganda.

Meanwhile, the show’s central work Turista: Christopher Columbus Circle, New York, 2020 by Iván Argote formally anchors the surrounding architecture as well as the exhibition’s broader meditation on the colonial imaginary and revisionist futures. Enacting a formal homogenization of white supremacist namesakes by obscuring the sculpture’s facial details, the starkness of the brightly colored poncho amidst an otherwise dreary VR landscape serves as a defiant, wavering signifier – cloaking the materialization of violence with a subversive and celebratory gesture in its stead.

Paralleling contemporary conversations concerning the disruption of space, place-based interventions, and state-sanctioned violence, additional works presented to the viewer neighboring Argote’s include Marton Robinson’s Tecnologias Decoloniales: Slot-Machine, 2020, Antagonistics (Legacy Portrait I), 2013 by Chang, as well as digital reproductions from Conrad Ruiz’s Man on Fire series (2020). While Ruiz’s works enact a meditation on the violence and detriment that so often accompanies masculinity, Robinson’s Slot Machine extends a similar sentiment specifically regarding the predation of black male bodies in the U.S. With his central visage clad in a SAMBO mask alongside the textual overlay of a Department of Public Safety inscription onto his likeness, Robinson’s work juxtaposes the social tenuousness of black bodies with the same precariousness found in online spaces – contingent, performative, and under surveillance.

Meanwhile, beyond the ruins in the neighboring expanse lies the resting place of Gala Porras-Kim’s Fallen Monuments after Ozymandias, 2020. The spectral and seemingly pained countenance of fallen monuments taken down to date (the work is being updated as current events unfold) jut out of the dry rendered earth – enacting a generative graveyard befitting of the show’s recurrent contemplation on institution death and decay.

Fallen Monuments’ explicit invocation of the contemporary destruction and physical removal of colonial monuments across the U.S. situates the exhibition as both a timely celebration and cautionary mediation. With additional works latently displayed within and behind varying crevices and dilapidated walls, including the video works Drawing Translations, 2018 by Ricardo Rivera and You Belong to Nothing & Nothing Belongs to You, 2017 by Allana Clarke, the exhibition collectively considers contemporary art’s resistance to and entanglement with social forms of violence, institutional and otherwise.

Though the relationship between aesthetic and social forms has never been clear cut, Fallen Monuments’ rendering and featured works engender a dislocative space that confronts deterritorialization and displacement while meditating on the possibility of future worlds and the role (or absence) of the museum in them.

Explore the exhibition at epoch.gallery through September 4.
As 17 major wildfires continue to rage across California at a historic scale, once again the cannabis industry is feeling the heat close to its annual make-or-break harvest season.

Worst case scenario, crops have been lost to the flames. But the problems trickle down to many other farmers close to the frontlines currently manned by 14,000 firefighters and 2,400 engines as they do their best to save the tens of thousands of structures currently at risk across the state.

This afternoon Gov. Gavin Newsom announced 91 engines from out-of-state have arrived with eight more en route from Montana.

The state has requested the mutual aid support of 375 engines. One new factor adding a wrench to the mutual aid requests is two tropical weather systems barreling down on the Gulf Coast simultaneously. This has certainly left some officials weary of sending their first responders on a cross-country road trip. Newsom said the mutual aid has left him mesmerized, especially when he was standing in Livermore the other day as a Santa Monica engine pulled up.

At the end of these road trips these firefighters likely face some of the largest infernos they’ve ever seen in their careers.

The LNU Lightning Complex in Napa, Sonoma, Lake, Yolo and Solano counties is the largest of the fires. As of Monday morning, 350,030 acres had burned and it’s currently 22 percent contained. It’s now the second largest fire in California in nearly 100 years after the Mendocino Complex Fire that torched just over 450,000 acres in the redwoods during the 2018 fire season. Sonoma County is the industrial heart of the Emerald Triangle despite being geographically south. A ton of cannabis gets processed in Santa Rosa, the last big city on Highway 101 until you hit the Oregon border 300+ miles later, because it offers the manpower and commercial space to do it at scale.

The SCU Lightning Complex in Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra Costa, San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties is also wreaking havoc at 347,196 acres and 10 percent contained. As the cannabis industry went legal, the agricultural flats of places like Salinas, in Monterey County, made a lot more sense than random hillside when growing at scale. Now all those farms that have popped up in recent years are under a haze created by multiple fires located across the south and east San Francisco bay and into the Santa Cruz Mountains.

The CZU Lightning Complex Fire in Santa Cruz has now devastated the industry to its roots, possibly destroying the Wo/Men’s Alliance for Medical Marijuana, but it doesn’t sound like a full confirmation has been made yet on the status of the farm according to CelebStoner. Information is still hard to come by and verify since so many places in the heart of these fires remain inaccessible.

In addition to the legal operations destroyed – we’ve counted 5 so far – the mountains around Santa Cruz have long been dotted with cultivators participating on the other side of the marketplace. It’s a 100 percent guarantee at this point that for every legal name we hear there will be a couple of folks you won’t hear about. We hope their money was buried deep enough and are pulling for all.

Amongst the legal operations destroyed was ERB Farms. The farm told David Downs of Leafly, “We thought it was OK and then we started seeing it over the ridge. We were like, ‘Well, the wind’s blowing that way, and it always blows that way.’ But that was not the case. This flowed into the wind.” Over two days the fire pressed toward the farm, eventually destroying it.

In addition to sharing their tale, ERB Farms took to Instagram to let everyone know they are going to replant this year. They are hoping anyone with clones or teens will be able to help them out. They won’t be doing a GoFundMe as they believe many others will need the support in the coming days.

In the process of asking California NORML if they’d heard anything, we asked what it’s like watching the industry they’ve worked for so long to help create get devastated year after year?

“It’s been heartbreaking to watch the cannabis industry go through so many tough challenges, all in a row and year after year,” Ellen Komp, CANORML’s deputy director, told L.A. Weekly.

“Losing WAMM would be especially tragic, since it is such a pioneering and compassionate organization, the one on which we modeled SB420 and its medical cannabis cooperative gardens.”

One of the farms that has had to deal with fire many times over the years is 3rd Gen Family in Mendocino. While not always as newsworthy as the Mendocino Complex Fire, plenty of other blazes have given them trouble over the years due to the impact on the wider community infrastructure.

Brandon Parker, the “3rd Gen” in 3rd Gen Family, told L.A. Weekly of the perils of attempting to get water once fire season goes into full gear. “You have water handlers running off on you to catch a bigger buck on a fire because they’ll catch a steady income,” Parker said, “Northern California gets down, people make 100,000 a month in the summer time doing that.”

Even when there are no fires, people are running water all night long. “There’s a shortage of water handlers and drivers,” Parker said. “When a fire hits you have an even further shortage on that. So, you know, unless you’re really tied in with these people then they’ll cut you right off right when your plants get going real big start to flower right now.”

While a farm could certainly need a full-time commercial driver to ferry water to its operation, out in the hills, Cal Fire needs dozens of them constantly resupplying the line. “Crops will be droughting out because each of these fires needs 35 or 40 water handlers. That’s always one of the biggest things that sucks when [the fires] hit.”

Parker argued that the conditions created by the smoke and lack of water seemingly make the plants more prone to bugs as they work extra hard to survive the extreme conditions.

“The plants have an immune system and they tend to sense when they’re not, you know, on par and the bugs attack when plants are kind of fighting against the conditions,” Parker said.

The final problem Parker noted was the ash. He said with vegetation fires, you still might have a chance at passing testing despite an impact on flavor and quality. But once structures start going up in the flames whole crops can get contaminated above state guidelines with things like arsenic and other nasty construction materials.
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE STRANGE KIND

Genevieve Artadi is Having a Dizzy Strange Summer Contacting Aliens
BY BRETT CALLWOOD

SoCal singer and songwriter Genevieve Artadi’s new album is called Dizzy Strange Summer, a title which feels entirely appropriate at present. The summer, which is currently reaching its final weeks, has been nothing if not dizzy and strange. Yet most of the songs on the record, including “Living Like I Know I’m Gonna Die” and “Hot Mess,” were written in 2016 and 2017.

“It’s funny,” Artadi says via a Zoom call. “I was hoping to release it sooner, but the timing just naturally kept getting pushed off and then this whole pandemic happened. We were like, let’s just keep going and go for the release. But it fits.”

It really does. Much like recent releases from Fiona Apple, X and Sparks, the songs on Dizzy Strange Summer may not have been written about the pandemic but they certainly offer a soundtrack to it. Moody, infectious tunes framing raw, honest lyrics -- the record will appeal to fans of trip-hop, pop and jazz. It’s the culmination of years of shaping her sound.

“I was always singing for fun, but really terribly,” she says. “I joined a band when I was 16 and we would record all the time, but my pitch would be above, below or in the middle -- I couldn’t control it at all. But that’s when I started being really interested in music, and then when I went to college, I took a lot of music classes and ended up becoming a music major. I thought that maybe I would be a photographer or do cinematography, because my bandmates were in film and still are. But I decided to go full in for music. I developed a love for jazz and was in a lot of vocal groups. I met Louis in 2008 or 2009 and we started making music together. That’s when I started feeling solid about myself as a musician.”

That’s Louis Cole she’s talking about, her partner in the electronic music duo Knower that has been around since 2009 and released four albums, the most recent being 2016’s Life. Cole also appears on this new album, on the track “Edge of the Cliff.” There are similarities between the two projects, but clear differences too. The press release describes her sound as “psychedelic jazz,” which tells a portion of the story.

“I think it’s kinda funny,” Artadi says. “I do relate but I also think of psychedelic as having long sections of music, vibing out and stuff. My music so far is very: ‘Here’s a thing, here’s a thing, here’s a thing, goodbye.’ But yeah, sure. There’s jazz influence, but I wouldn’t describe it as psychedelic jazz by itself. I think it’s more like pop.”

The pop element is strong -- even an introspective song such as “I Hate When I Can’t Feel My Heart” has a hook that sinks in deep. That desire to write stronger melodies is a marked difference between the last solo album and this one.

“I also worked with a lot of people to get the sound to be bigger,” she says. “The first album was really demos, and I was planning on expanding them production-wise, but I ended up liking the sound and felt that it fit the whole process and my mindset. The second album, I did the same thing as far as making a lot of demos, but then I brought in friends to come and play all over the record. Also, they were written in two different stages of my life. The first record was more during a time when Louis and I were working heavily on Knower and I was very focused on that so it was my escape from the perfectionism and scrutinizing every little detail. That was the first album. I would escape into whatever space I could find and be alone with my computer. The second album was more like, we moved into this house with musicians coming and going all the time, and it was like a free for all.”

The overall theme, Artadi says, is of letting go and getting lost in whatever she was feeling at a particular time. Stretching her brain, exploring outside of herself, and seeing how far she could stretch her brain. “I Hate When I Can’t Feel My Heart,” for example, is about a specific relationship but stretches out to general feeling about the same topic.

“I think something that is really important to me is listening and interaction,” she says. “There’s always something to learn from another person. I’m not so angry now as I was when I was in that situation. It was weighing on me and I felt like I wasn’t able to deal with it that well. But it was definitely a relationship where I would feel like the other person was talking at me and feeling like I was there to provide something for them. But now I’m in a different place and I would probably interpret that whole thing differently, as much as I would still think that listening is important. I think everyone had their reasons.”

While the lockdown hasn’t put the brakes on the release of the new album and singles, it has sort of squished everything together. Meanwhile, Artadi has kept busy playing piano, making vegetable tacos, and mixing a forthcoming big band record. Oh, and she’s been attempting to contact aliens via meditations. Yup, you read that right.

“Louis showed me this movie called Close Encounters of the Fifth Kind -- there’s this guy called Dr. Stephen Greer, and he has a theory that technology and aliens has to do with consciousness being the force throughout the whole universe,” she says. “It flows through everything and everyone. The technology that fuels UFOs is actually all based on psychic consciousness transcending space and time, traveling through it. So, you can communicate with them through meditation. You envision the universe and then the galaxy, the solar system, where you are, and keep repeating those images. I’m totally new at it, but I just think it’s interesting. At the least, even if I can’t make contact it’s nice to go out into the desert and see the stars.”

Can’t hurt to try. Genevieve Artadi’s Dizzy Strange Summer album is out now.
Long Beach natives and restaurateurs Phil and Laurenretty have restored a charming 1922 craftsman into the Heritage Sandwich Shop. The shop is open for outdoor dining and to go orders, featuring menu items like their smoked brisket sandwich made with fermented pickles, cole slaw and green garlic aioli on country bread and their line-caught halibut sandwich with tartare sauce, gem lettuce and pickles on brioche.

The building has been home to a coffee shop, taqueria, and palm reader; the brother and sister team have now transformed it into a modern farmhouse concept with bright white walls and emerald green accents. A live-edge Ashwood bar top serves as the focal point of the airy space dotted with greenery and the patio offers picnic tables safely spaced between olive trees.

Other signature items include a smoked wild salmon Caesar and a market heirloom tomato wrap with whipped dill cream cheese, avocado, toasted sunflower seeds, sea peas and pickled Fresno chilies. Just in time for your upcoming Labor Day BBQ, chef Phil shared the recipe for one of his popular sides - deviled eggs garnished with crispy chicken skin.

Heritage Sandwich Shop Deviled Eggs
• 12 dozen hard boiled eggs
• 1 small shallot (diced)
• 6 chives (minced)
• 12 parsley leaves (finely chopped)
• 3 sprigs of dill (finely chopped)
• 1 TBSP diced pickles
• 1 TBSP chopped capers
• 2 TBSP mayonnaise
• Lemon juice (usually 1 teaspoon)
• Your favorite hot sauce (to taste)

Crispy chicken skin or bacon Directions:
• Hard boil eggs, peel eggs once boiled. Cut peeled eggs in half and pop out cooked yolk. Crisp bacon or chicken skin while eggs are boiling.
• To make mixture, combine cooked egg yolks, chive, parsley, dill, pickles, mayo and lemon in large mixing bowl, mixing/stirring until thoroughly mixed.
• In a piping bag or with a spoon, add yolk mixture into the halved eggs.
• Top with desired amount of hot sauce, garnish with shallot and bacon/chicken skin.

THE PRETTY SIBLINGS OPEN THE HERITAGE SANDWICH SHOP IN LONG BEACH
BY MICHIELE STUVEYN
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